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“It is a feature of artistic imagination that it 
should be able to reconstitute everything on 
the basis of very limited data. When Delacroix 
wanted to paint a tiger, he used his cat as a 
model”. Henry De Montherlant.

We enter week number two of the rather 
extended earnings season. On the blog is posted 
a list of major companies reporting this week. 
There are included in next week’s earnings 
companies eight Dow Jones components, of 
which the financials form quite a number, 
including Bank of America and Citi, two of the 
more shitty financials out there.

The Dow Index has been outperforming the 
S&amp;P500 index of late. The outperformance 
is unusual. With the financials of the Dow 
reporting, and the failure of JP Morgan to provide 

the numbers on Friday, things look dicey. Have a 
look at the level of divergence between the two 
indices on a two year time frame in relation to 
the TIP’s series.

Index Metrics - Technical:
[i] Oscillator: [Hold Long]
[ii] Regression analysis - Hit resistance, 

closed below resistance on 2yr chart 
[Hold Long]

[iii] Propriety + propriety: [Hold Long]
[iv] Paired securities - Indicating towards top 

of range: prepare to close positions.
[v] 5 day trend - Rising trend. Lower 

boundary already tested. Higher prices.
[Hold Long]

[vi] 3 month trend - Rising trend. Proceed 
higher from gap, gap filled. [Hold Long]
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Disclaimer:
The information found in this report should not be considered to be investment advice. Any investment decisions you make should be based 
solely on your evaluation of your financial circumstances, investment objectives, risk tolerance, and liquidity needs. The author is not a registered 
investment advisor and does not represent the information in this report as a recommendation for readers to buy or sell the securities under 
discussion. All information contained herein is believed to be accurate at the time the information is posted. However, it is possible that errors 
may exist n this report. The reader should conduct his or her own due diligence and not, under any circumstances, rely on any of the information 
presented on this site. All liability for the content of this report, including any omissions, inaccuracies, errors, or misstatements is expressly 
disclaimed. Always complete your own due diligence. The author will disclose positions held in securities under discussion at the time of posting.

Recommendation for ‘Swing Trades”:

• hold long position.
Recommendation for The duCati system:

• hold long position, take no action.

Optional Methodology:
I will be taking no action within either strategy. I 
will continue to hold both strategies long. No sell 
signals have been triggered, therefore, I continue 
to hold both strategies long.

Until next week,

jog on
duc

Technical Analysis:
All the technical charts suggest that the trend 
is intact. The 2yr chart shows that price hit 
resistance, and pulled back, but closed near the 
weekly high, with momentum building through 
both the lower time frames [3mth &amp; 5day 
charts].

On the pairs chart, the S&amp;P500 has a 
spread operating with the Dow Industrials, and 
both indices are extended against TIP’s Bonds. 
This suggests caution, and that a potential 
retracement is possible and approaching.

Summary:
The overall trend through all time frames is still 
long. The only hint currently is on a relative 
valuation to TIP’s Bonds. That in of itself is not 
enough to trigger a sell signal, and therefore the 
signal on the swing system remains long.


